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Texan Wire Wheels™ Extreme Pokes™ Accentuates The "If You Ain't Pokin', You Must Be
Jokin'™"

Incomparable and matchless wire wheel aftermarket manufacturer, Texan Wire Wheels™ adds more poke
to its 30 Spoke Elbow™ Wire Wheel product line.

Jan. 28, 2010 - PRLog -- LOS ANGELES, CA - Once again, Texan Wire Wheels™ has responded to the
call of its loyal and dedicated customers. In late 2009 took poke to the extreme with the Texan Wire
Wheels™ Extreme™ Poke wire wheels, known on the streets as Gorilla Pokes. These audacious and
gorgeous wire wheels has more wheel hub extension than the Super Poke™ and are available in 15 inch
and 17 inch '83s™ and '84s™.

Texan Wire Wheels' first response to customers' requests for more poke came in mid 2007 with its then
new "Super Poke™" range of 30 spoke wire wheels. The Super Poke™ wheel hub extends out more than
its standard counterpart does and is available in 15 inch and 17 inch '83s™ and '84s™, 20 inch and 22 inch
'84s™.

Texan Wire Wheels™ is known throughout the country and around the world for its dedication and loyalty
to its wire wheel customers. Not many companies can be compared to Texan Wire Wheels' Time to Market
(TTM), company growth rate, unique marketing strategies, or dedication to fans and customers.

In the first quarter of 2010, Texan Wire Wheels™ have plans to unveil new products. Information and
products will be available on the Texan Wire Wheels website (http://www.texanwirewheels.com).

# # #

About Texan Wire Wheels:
Texan Wire Wheels™ (http://www.texanwirewheels.com) is a Beverly Hills-based, family-owned and
operated business specializing in high quality 83 and 84 swangas, 15 inch wire wheels, 20 inch wire
wheels, and 30 Spoke wheels. Although the firm's production facility is based in California, it services all
50 states across the country with its 100% American made wheels.
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